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Rare Basic

Eco, Design & Build,
Stand E251
After revolutionising global retailers’ interior
displays, magnIQ is launching IQ Lifestyle
– a collection of floating magnetic shelves.
Exclusive to Rare Basic, the magnetic
50cm-wide shelves create horizontal and/or
vertical wall displays, with finishes bespoke
to the client’s specification.

www.magniqlifestyle.com

Moody Monday
www.retail-focus.co.uk

Tabisso

Office,
Stand O6
France-based design company Tabisso
creates high-end furniture, focusing on professional markets
and contract applications. Its main product range, Typographia,
comprises typographic lounge chairs representing all the letters of the
alphabet and numbers from 0-9, completed by a set of punctuation
mark floor lamps. At 100% Design, the company will launch Unita, a
collection of lounge chairs, poufs and side tables which can be used
alone or in combination with the Typographia collection.

www.tabisso.com

LG Hausys

Eco, Design & Build,
Stand E211
LG Hausys will showcase HI-MACS natural acrylic stone in some
futuristic furniture applications, demonstrating the ability to form
the solid surface material into any three- dimensional shape. The
company will also highlight the suitability for HI-MACS to be used
for both internal wall cladding and exterior facade applications, as
well as display a range of new colour options.

www.himacs.eu
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Emerging Brands,
Stand D42
Edinburgh-based interiors studio Moody
Monday designs and manufactures
contemporary handmade wallpaper,
textiles, homewares, and bespoke prints.
The new Secret Wallpaper collection
(pictured) was inspired by an abandoned
musical organ found half open in a
junkyard. Exploring the polar opposite of
commonly perceived beauty and instead
using something deemed as useless junk
as an inspiration, the resulting designs
combine strong geometrical patterns with
bold colours.

www.moodymonday.co.uk

